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Associate Development Through Effective Paralegal Utilization
Heather V. Edes

Partner asks busy 4 th -year Associate to run
another relatively routine asset acquisition by
Client Company. The deadline is tight, but not
unreasonable. Associate dutifully accepts,
staying late that evening talking with Partner
about the transaction (1 hour) and organizing
and marking up documents from the last
acquisition (2 hours).
Over the course of the next few days, Associate
reviews the minim al due diligence and, with
Target Company’s counsel, prepares the
schedules that accompany the acquisition
agreement and inventories all of Target
Company’s employees, assets and outstanding
liabilities (5 hours).
Associate exchanges draft documents with
Client Company and with Target Company’s
counsel and, a week before closing, enlists a
paralegal to obtain required closing certificates
and to organize documents for the closing
(another 5 hours). Despite a delay in procuring
a necessary certificate from the Secretary of
State’s office, which is easily remedied by
paying an extra fee to expedite the process, the
transaction closes on time and the client is
happy.

hile typical and straightforward, this
approach to staffing a routine matter is
replete with lost professional development
opportunities. In fact, the practice outlined in
this scenario is quite insidious; it underm ines a
law firm ’s ability to provide excellent service and
value to its clients.

W

By failing to enlist the assistance of a paralegal
early on and handling m ost of the transaction
herself, Associate precludes any opportunity to
take on m ore substantively challenging work
during the course of the matter, fails to develop
the ability to delegate, diverts tim e from business
development activities and bypasses an
opportunity to learn critical m atter m anagement
skills. In addition to failing to capitalize on the
developm ental opportunities presented by this
otherwise m undane m atter, Associate
underm ines the firm ’s success by contributing to
low m orale, fueling turnover and not generating
the m ost cost-effective solution for the client.
This article evaluates the consequences of such a
staffing m odel and explores the benefits of an
alternative and often underutilized approach – the
effective collaboration of associates, particularly
junior and m id-level associates, with paralegals.
It then sets out a role for Professional
Developm ent personnel in guiding and facilitating
appropriate use of a firm’s paralegal resources as
an associate professional developm ent tool.
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Consequences of This Staffing Model
Lost Opportunity 1: Learning New Substance
To remain com petitive, experienced attorneys
must be able to guide clients through the
development of new legal issues. Therefore, the
development of well-rounded professionals serves
clients and the firm better than training
associates as narrow subject-m atter experts. The
associate years should be dedicated to developing
both a fam iliarity with a wide range of subject
matters and the ability to apply existing skills to
new contexts.
In the scenario outlined above, most of the work
that Associate handles augm ents neither her
knowledge nor her skills. As Associate has
already handled this type of matter before,
Associate’s best learning opportunities will be
found in any unusual developm ents in the
substantive issues, or possibly in any challenging
interpersonal issues that Associate encounters.
Associate’s goal should be to delegate as much
work on this m atter as possible, making tim e to
accept and com plete more substantively
developmental assignm ents.
One way to accomplish this goal is to involve a
paralegal early in the matter. Defined sim ilarly
by the ABA and several professional
organizations, a paralegal is a trained or
experienced individual who performs legal work
under supervision of an attorney. Generally
speaking, a paralegal may ethically handle any
portion of a matter other than establishing the
attorney-client relationship, setting legal fees,
appearing on behalf of a client in court or
dispensing legal advice. Anything else within the
paralegal’s skill set is fair gam e.

A firm with a good paralegal program will be able
to provide skilled, experienced paralegals who can
prepare initial drafts of pleadings and
agreements, establish and m aintain databases,
evaluate and process m any of the client’s and
opposing counsel’s comm ents and prepare
schedules and exhibits. Paralegals also have the
best sense of how far in advance to order required
closing certificates (avoiding delays and
expediting fees) and, when involved in a m atter
from the beginning, can organize and run a
closing, or assist at court appearances, with a
m inimum investm ent of attorney tim e.
Of course, as with any delegation or collaboration,
the supervising attorney is responsible for the
resulting work product. By enlisting a paralegal
to handle the m ajority of the substantive work in
addition to the paper-shuffling and administrative
tasks, Associate’s role shifts to m onitoring the
progress of the matter and participating as
necessary, and she now has tim e to take on more
substantively challenging assignm ents.

Lost Opportunity 2: Learning to Delegate
Associates m ust develop solid delegation skills to
be prepared to handle the dem ands of
partnership. While the associate years are
prim arily focused on training, partnership
requires an additional focus on business
developm ent and m anagement of the business of
practicing law. Not only are delegation skills
required for effective tim e m anagem ent, but
clients, increasingly watchful of expenses, now
question whether they should pay top dollar for
work product that a professional with a lower
billing rate could handle.
For these reasons, savvy firm s will not promote to
partnership associates who lack the ability to
delegate. In the unlikely event that an associate
lacking delegation skills does m ake partner, she
is likely to find that the varied and tim econsuming dem ands of ownership and
m anagem ent responsibility encroach very quickly
on her ability to “carry the laboring oar” on a
m atter, and she will founder whether or not she
tries to delegate.
Associates would do well to adopt a variation on
the tim e-honored approach to training medical
students: “See one, do one, delegate one.” Once
an associate has m astered the key aspects of any
task, she should be on the lookout for
opportunities to delegate that task when next
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assigned. Often, junior and m id-level associates
will find that m any of their assignm ents can be
handled in large part by a paralegal. Taking this
approach, even the m ost junior associate can
begin developing his or her delegation skills.

Lost Opportunity 3: Devoting Tim e to Business
Developm ent
Ten years ago, associate were generally
adm onished to focus solely on training and to
leave the generation of business to the partners.
Now, however, the competitive clim ate has
changed to favor earlier cultivation of business
development skills. W hile substantive training is
still associates’ m ain focus, even the newest
associates now know that the contacts they
nurture in their early professional years can affect
partnership decisions, com pensation levels and
overall success.
It is a com mon lam ent of associates that there is
insufficient tim e for both substantive work and
networking/relationship-building. It is a waste
when associates spend tim e on assignm ents that
do not contribute significantly to their
development but do detract greatly from investing
time in client-cultivation activities. Again, a
paralegal is often an appropriate, but overlooked,
resource for getting the work done.

Lost Opportunity 4: Learning Managem ent
Skills
Big-ticket matters mandate effective and
appropriate use of resources. By choosing not to
delegate, associates are bypassing an opportunity
to develop team managem ent skills.
Inexperienced delegators, when finally and
inevitably forced to parcel out work, tend to
exhibit poor judgm ent in managing their team ’s
work, either m icro-m anaging (inefficient) or
neglecting to supervise sufficiently (dangerous).
Successful partners are able to manage team s of
professionals all working to achieve the client’s
goal. Experienced delegators know how much
supervision and guidance is required at each
level. They can foster team work and loyalty, and
they know how to boost m orale during low points.
These abilities can be developed early in an
associate’s career when paralegals are
appropriately utilized.

Lost Opportunity 5: Retaining Personnel
Not only is individual developm ent comprom ised
by failure to inappropriately utilize paralegal
resources, but overall staff developm ent is also
affected. Ineffective delegation and team
m anagem ent contributes to lower m orale and the
defection of both associates and paralegals.
Even before the question of partnership arises,
associates who find them selves handling the
same types of work over and over again may
becom e frustrated and seek em ploym ent
elsewhere - not necessarily realizing that their
inability to delegate m ay be m ore at fault than the
firm ’s staffing procedures. Sim ilarly, a good
paralegal is unlikely to find challenging or
rewarding a job that consists prim arily of clerical
and adm inistrative activities. W hen an
opportunity to perform m ore challenging work in
another setting arises, it m ay prove too attractive
to turn down.
Good associates and paralegals may not even
choose to work at a firm that does not encourage
delegation in the first place. While compensation
is determ ined by a num ber of factors, appropriate
utilization of resources is a key driver. Only firms
that m ake effective use of their staffs can charge
higher billing rates, leading to greater profitability
and higher compensation. Sim ilarly, lower rates
lead to lower compensation, and if a skilled
paralegal will be m ore highly valued and
com pensated elsewhere, it is difficult to
understand why he would choose to work at a
lower-paying firm .

How to Overcome Obstacles to Learning to
Delegate
The benefits of the effective use of paralegal
resources are clear, but im plementation of best
practices is a challenge. Many law firm s fail to
m aximize their use of paralegals.
How m ight cultures change so that the effective
delegation to paralegals becom es the norm, not a
goal? Professional developm ent personnel, with
access to and influence on attorneys, law firm
m anagers and training resources, have a unique
and im portant opportunity to act as change
agents in this effort.
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Obstacle 1: Perceived Ceding of Control

proves a less-than-perfect role m odel in this
respect.

A comm on challenge when learning to delegate is
confronting the need to feel in control.
Obstacle 2: Confusion About Paralegal Role
Many lawyers tend to be detail-oriented
perfectionists with a strong sense of how things
should be done. It can be very disconcerting to
cede control over a task to someone who may
prefer a different approach. It can also be
unnerving as a deadline looms not to have a
critical piece of paper on one’s desk, not to know
intimately how long each piece of the project will
take to finish. For a new, or poor, delegator, not
to be the “owner” of a task can be more unsettling
than owning all tasks and working on them day
and night.
This is an area in which traditional training can
be useful. However, the most comm on approach
to delegation skills training – training m id-level
associates how to delegate – is insufficient.
Recognizing that delegation is a two-way street,
many firms also train junior associates how to be
most effective when on the receiving end of a
delegated assignm ent. This training is im portant
because it em powers m ore junior professionals to
seek work and help proactively manage an
effective team effort.
W hat is less com m on, but very useful, is training
delegators and delegatees together. Exercises
that require supervisors to delegate specific tasks
to subordinates are rem arkably effective in
ingraining new behaviors, instilling trust and
dem onstrating, in concrete fashion, that team s
that delegate win. And junior associates should
be trained how to delegate, so that they can begin
delegating early in their careers.
Training associates and paralegals together is
important, but including partners is crucial.
Even the best-intentioned associates give up
trying to delegate if their efforts are repeatedly
crushed by partners who don’t understand the
efficiency gains, who don’t trust either the skills
of their paralegals or the supervisory abilities of
their associates, or who sim ply aren’t good at
delegation them selves.
I recommend training partners and associates of
all levels together. This not only builds
confidence and trust am ong team mem bers but,
by addressing the consequences of both poor and
effective delegation on the achievem ents of a
team, helps associates gain the confidence to
pursue delegation even if the assigning partner

Another challenge in learning to delegate,
particularly for m ore junior associates, will be the
general confusion over the appropriate role of a
paralegal.
W hile m any attorneys understand and appreciate
the value that a properly trained paralegal brings
to a matter, others are less enlightened. I have
observed tim e and again that partners who are
com fortable delegating to a particular associate
are often uncom fortable with that trusted
associate’s logical next step of delegating to a
paralegal. Many firm s have orientation or juniorassociate training sessions that address the
effective use of paralegals, but associates don’t
often take the initiative to learn how to use
paralegals, particularly when their own role
m odels, the partners, don’t.
Som e of this confusion can be alleviated by teambased delegation skills training as noted above. I
find it additionally helpful, however, to remind
both attorneys and paralegals on a regular basis
of the scope of activities in which paralegals are
ethically able to engage. Distribute and discuss
the ABA Guidelines for the Utilization of Legal
Assistant Services at practice group, paralegal
and associate m eetings. It can also be helpful to
provide models for successful delegation by
inviting effective team s to talk about their
experiences.
A work broker can be a very effective advocate
and/or catalyst for developing associates’
delegation skills. Any work broker, whether
attorney or staff, should be well trained in the
basics of law firm econom ics and com m unication
skills.
A work broker who responds to a partner’s
request to “get m e a good associate to work on
this project” by reactively staffing the practice
group’s star associate in that area is not doing
her job. Rather, the work broker should ask
questions to determ ine the nature of the project,
the different levels of work involved and the
budget for com pleting the work. She should then
recomm end the best staffing arrangem ent given
the circum stances, and if the work broker does
not also handle staffing for paralegals (the best
approach), she should work with the paralegal
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work broker to find the most appropriate staffing
choice.

Obstacle 3: I’d Rather W ork with a First-Year
Related to the confusion over paralegals’ roles is
the potential tension between training junior
associates and drawing upon paralegal resources.

It seems that associates find it more com fortable
to work with a sum m er or first-year associate
than with a paralegal. Particularly when billable
hours are scarce, there may be a perception that
it is more important to train the next generation
of lawyers than to delegate work to a paralegal
who, after all, is not on partnership track. The
best rem edy for this issue is to train associates
and paralegals in the basics of law firm
econom ics. Associates need to understand the
increase in profitability that com es from properly
utilizing a paralegal, and how increased
profitability benefits them .
This is not to suggest, however, that junior
associates have no role. Rather, I recom m end
using paralegals, not more advanced associates,
to train junior associates. Billing rates for most
paralegals are lower than for mid-level associates.
Paralegals also have a good understanding of the
degree to which new associates lack a knowledge
of the basics, which is something that more
advanced attorneys freely adm it they have trouble
remem bering. Paralegals are on the front line for
new associate requests, many of which may not
be made in a tim ely or inform ed manner.
Many associates quickly learn that an
experienced paralegal can be an extrem ely
valuable resource, but firm s can stretch training
dollars and deliver more targeted training by
drawing upon paralegals as trainers and content
contributors.

Obstacle 4: “It’s Faster to Do It Myself”
An almost ubiquitous challenge to encouraging
delegation is the perceived drain of tim e required
to delegate a task. I wish I had a dollar for every
tim e an associate (or, for that matter, a partner)
has told m e, “I know I’m supposed to delegate,
but I just don’t have tim e – it’s faster to do it
myself.”

This declaration is, almost always, simply wrong.
In their 2003 publication for the Law Practice
Managem ent Section of the ABA, Arthur Greene
and Therese Cannon parse the hours required of
an experienced attorney handling a routine
m atter. They then analyze the hours required if
that sam e attorney brings a paralegal into the
m atter early on. They find that while overall more
hours are invested by the attorney and paralegal
com bined in the second approach, adding the
paralegal’s assistance actually reduced the
attorney’s tim e com m itm ent by m ore than half.
As a bonus, the attorney/paralegal approach
generated an overall cost savings for the client. 1
Finally, to drive hom e the im portance of
developing good delegation skills, and to support
the professional developm ent efforts described
above, it is im portant to incorporate delegation
skills into the evaluation process for associates at
all levels. Junior associates should be evaluated
on their ability to delegate to paralegals, as well
as to secretaries and other legal support
professionals, and more senior associates should
be able to delegate to all junior associates and
staff. If expectations are clear for achievement at
all levels, and particularly if achievem ent is
supported by appropriate training and other
professional developm ent initiatives, associates
will start to develop good delegation skills. Tying
achievem ent specifically to com pensation will
m otivate associates to work that m uch harder to
overcome any obstacles they m ay encounter.
Let’s rewrite the opening scenario:
Associate accepts Partner’s assignment and
tells Partner that Associate will be delegating
work, as appropriate, to Paralegal. Both
Associate and Paralegal attend the initial 1hour conference with Partner to learn the
parameters of the matter.
W hile Paralegal is preparing initial drafts of
documents and processing edits (3 hours),
preparing initial schedules and exhibits and
triaging issues for Associate’s attention (5
hours), Associate is at work on a cutting-edge
transaction with a new client. Associate
spends a few hours addressing issues that
arise and reviewing revised documents.

1
Greene, Arthur G. and Cannon, Therese A.,
Paralegals, Profitability, and the Future of Your Law
Practice. American Bar Association, 2003 (10-13).
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Paralegal arranges and runs the closing (5
hours) and Associate makes an appearance to
congratulate the happy client.

This approach to staffing challenges both the
associate and the paralegal and benefits the firm
and its clients in the long run. The paralegal
takes “ownership” of the matter, and having the
ability and responsibility to evaluate issues and
discuss them with the associate allows the
paralegal to enhance his knowledge base.
Associate can now rely on Paralegal to handle
large portions of sim ilar transactions going
forward and has established a relationship with
Paralegal that will enable her to help train
Paralegal on new types of matters.
As a direct result of proper delegation, the
workloads of both associates and paralegals
com prise m ore varied, challenging and interesting
work. Fully engaged employees reduce the firm ’s

personnel costs and overhead, enhancing
profitability and the firm’s ability to provide
clients with a com petitive rate structure.

Heather Edes is the Manager of Paralegal
Services at Nixon
Peabody LLP and can be
contacted at
hedes@nixonpeabody.
com. Prior to joining
Nixon she was the
Professional
Development Director at
Sullivan & W orcester
LLP. Heather also has
worked as an associate
in mid-size and large
law firms.
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Let’s face it; the anticipation of the upcoming annual performance appraisal (particularly in firms that
conduct 360s) possesses the power to turn even the highest performing and most confident among us into a
paranoid, self-doubting “mess.” Resistance to receiving (and giving) candid feedback is common, and it’s a
normal human response.
Therefore, it is important to recognize and accept that you will encounter some partner resistance to your
firm’s proposed Client Feedback Program. Unfortunately, the process of proactively seeking candid client
feedback from clients continues to be viewed with skepticism (aka fear and insecurity) by many law firm
partners, despite the growing number of marketplace signs and signals that urge otherwise, including:
•

Competition for profitable clients will remain intense. While new and attractive businesses enter
the marketplace, for the most part, your firm’s profitable clients are your competitors’ targeted
prospects.

•

If your law firm is not listening attentively and responding appropriately to your most profitable
clients, there is absolutely no doubt that your competitors are! And even if your firm believes that
it “stays close to its clients,” other firms are working hard to steal away a piece of the revenue pie
– and gain some share of that client’s wallet.

•

Add to these challenges the fact that this decreasing number of highly desirable, profitable
clients is also more savvy, informed and demanding than ever before. This all makes for an ever
changing, high-risk legal landscape. If not managed strategically – with an absolute focus on the
client – your firm becomes just another revolving piece in the legal “winning”, “keeping” and
“losing” shell game.

•

Clients consistently confirm that they hire individual lawyers, not firms. This particular market
reality presents a unique challenge to law firms – on a number of fronts. Let’s consider the
consolidation of the industry as a case in point. Most law firm mergers and acquisitions are
consummated without prior and critical input from key clients. Is it any wonder that these same
clients offer little reaction to “the main event?” However, we have also seen many a leading
partner (or group of partners) jettison the evolved entity (either prior to or shortly following)
confidently voting with their feet and successfully bringing profitable client relationships with
them. And the ultimate winner? Some firm that competed against one or both of the merged
firms.

•

Finally, and most important, are two bellwethers from Generals Counsel:
−

For another consecutive year in the past decade, more than 50% of the GCs responding
to the annual survey conducted by the Association of Corporate Counsel indicate that
they have already fired or are considering firing one of their outside law firms this year –
and that lack of responsiveness still ranks as the #1 reason;

−

Over 78% of the GCs surveyed by Altman Weil believe that satisfaction surveys are
critical or important for an ongoing relationship.

So, how do you help your firm successfully launch its client feedback initiative – and do so with the active
support of most, if not all, of the partners?
First, by becoming your firm’s Chief Client Ombudsman;
Second, by helping others understand that partner resistance is often driven by fear (of getting a bad
report) and insecurity (that the bad report will be punished);
Third, by taking the necessary steps (outlined below) to effectively address partner resistance to your
firm’s Client Feedback initiative.
Too often law firm leaders launch a Client Feedback Program without fully engaging partners in the planning
process and/or providing a forum to address partners’ questions and concerns. Partner fear/insecurity is
rooted in the concern that clients may share something negative about him/her, and that this information will
result in management decisions that may negatively impact his/her reputation and status in the firm, future
compensation and long term career with the firm.
Which clients get selected and why? Who will interview clients? How will client feedback be analyzed and
reported? Who will gain access to this information? How will firm management use this information?
These and many more questions scream loudly of your partners’ “fear of the unknown”.
There is a formula for launching your firm’s Client Feedback Program that will effectively address, reduce
and, hopefully, eliminate partner resistance. A launching pad comprised of the following four critical
elements will serve to educate the partners, seek their input, enlist their support and gain their commitment
to the entire client feedback process:
1.

Build a Client Feedback Program that will achieve measurable goals— goals that are explicitly
linked to the firm’s strategic growth plan. Program goals may focus on client retention,
expansion of key client relationships, identifying new business development opportunities,
achieving client service excellence firm-wide, strengthening referral network relationships or any
combination of these and other firm-specific goals. Communicating a clearly defined link
between the firm’s strategic growth plan and the goals of its Client Feedback Program is
essential for gaining initial partner support.

2.

Provide partners with a detailed overview of the firm’s proposed Client Feedback Program – the
requisite due diligence, invitation approach and client communications, how results will be
reported, the planned follow up and the on-going tracking and measurement. Pay particular
attention to the fact that client participation in the feedback effort is, indeed, a privilege – that the
firm must not jeopardize. The warning “Don’t ask if you don’t intend to respond” must be
heeded. Therefore, establishing the firm’s follow up strategy (the process the firm will adhere to
in responding to client feedback, requests, suggestions, etc) and educating the entire firm about
this critical program element are key to the program’s long term success.

3.

Emphasize the benefits to be achieved – for both the firm and its clients – through the program.
State that the program is being launched first and foremost to protect the firm’s future. How? By
protecting its most valued assets – its existing client relationships. Making sure that the firm
clearly understands and strategically addresses the specific (and evolving) needs, values,
expectations and demands of its existing clients is not only its best defense against “poaching”
by competitors but its most critical offense towards achieving high levels of client satisfaction and
long term client loyalty – key performance factors the fuel increased revenue and profitability
over the long term.

4.

Finally, one additional element is needed to mitigate partner resistance and insure the success
of your program. I call it the firm leadership “trust and credibility” factor! Throughout our
professional and personal lives, we learn that certain qualities are vital to building and
maintaining strong, satisfying and successful relationships. This is no less true of the
relationship between your firm’s leaders and their partners. In fact, the success or failure of your
firm’s proposed Client Feedback Program may very well rest in the hands of your firm’s leaders
in their ability, and willingness, through their actions as well as words:
−

Firm leaders must demonstrate their strong commitment to the Client Feedback process
by focusing the initial rollout of the program on conducting interviews with key clients that
they serve.

−

Firm leaders must allay partner fear by confirming that there will be no impact (positive or
negative) on any partner’s role, compensation or other firm metric as a result of client
feedback - until such time that the partnership approves any incentives linked to newly
defined client service and performance standards.

−

Firm leaders must underscore the importance and value the firm places on the “privilege”
of client participation, time and feedback. The mandate that each client interviewed will
receive a relevant and customized response from the firm in a timely fashion must be set
forth in the firm’s follow up strategy.

−

Firm leaders must prepare the entire firm for the expected and possibly unexpected
results of a client feedback process. Client feedback may confirm and reinforce or it may
uncover and totally surprise. In any event, the firm’s response may be client-specific or
may result in firm-wide changes in performance standards.

In closing, while partner resistance to a Client Feedback Program may be common and normal, experienced
and savvy law firm marketers will help their firms effectively address this reality by developing a program
built on four key success elements:
1.

Clearly defined and measurable goals

2.

Comprehensive overview of the process for lawyers and staff

3.

Follow up and follow through strategy, and

4.

Program built on the “trust and credibility” of firm management.

Particularly during this “second greatest” economic recession, the wise law firm will invest as much, if not
more, of its time, effort and money in “caring” for the client relationships it currently enjoys as it does in the
“hunt” for new ones. Client satisfaction and loyalty have become leading indicators of a firm’s strong
financial performance and profitable future. Market leaders recognize the high cost of losing clients – in
revenue, in lost profitability, in reputation and image, and in the negative impact on a firm’s ability to attract
quality talent, its internal operations and its employee satisfaction and motivation. That is why these market
leaders have made listening to the “voice of their clients” a key driver of their revenue growth and
profitability improvement plan.

Many lawyers say that eliciting client feedback isn’t necessary because they already know everything about
the client and the relationship. Here is a sample of what I’ve heard and some suggested responses:
Pushback: “We already know what our clients think of us”.
Response: Many a firm/lawyer has been surprised, if not shocked, by what their clients share with a 3rd
party interviewer. Even if your clients’ feedback confirms what you believe to be the case, their “voice” will
help you focus on strengths and help prioritize future marketing and positioning efforts and investments.
Pushback: “Our lawyers can conduct the survey themselves”.
Response: First, it is well documented that most clients don’t feel comfortable sharing truly candid feedback
with their primary lawyer (Client Relationship Manager). Second, the majority of lawyers lack the training
and experience required to conduct client surveys effectively--the listening skills, the ability to remain neutral
and unbiased and the willingness to accept the clients’ perspective without question. Further, the requisite
time and effort needed to follow-up with clients appropriately and in a timely fashion are too difficult for most
lawyers to manage.
Pushback: “Our clients won’t understand what it’s all about”.
Response: Oh, they most certainly do understand! Not only are they familiar with client/customer surveys,
many use them in their own businesses to conduct competitive intelligence, evaluate buyer trends, assess
product and service satisfaction, etc. By surveying your clients, you are demonstrating a keen
understanding of the laws of supply and demand and the business practices required of a market leader.
Pushback: “People will think we are in trouble”.
Response: Not so. In fact, most clients who participate in a client feedback program perceive the firm to be
smart, client focused and financially astute. Surveying your clients is proof of your commitment to staying in
touch with your valued buyers, taking their “value” temperature and deepening their loyalty in the process.

Pushback: “It’s a waste of time and money”.
Response: What’s the cost of losing an important client? There are too many benefits enjoyed by both the
firm and its clients when the program is professionally designed and executed.
Pushback: “Clients will focus on the negative”.
Response: Most law firms enjoy just the opposite response and receive a majority of positive comments
about individual lawyers, the firm and staff. The feedback process may uncover problems with a client/firm
relationship but, if responded to quickly and appropriately, the relationship often becomes stronger and
more profitable.

